Box One:

Four books about Oldenburg (in German)
1. Geschichte der Medizin, 1921
2. Oldenburg in Bildern und Geschichten, 1985
3. Die Geschichte des Peter Friedrich Ludwigs Hospital, 1984

Das Alte Oldenburg – Calendar in German

Seven medical papers published by GCR 1935-1966

Records of GCR’s medical education in Germany 1933-41

Records & documents of GCR 1907-1980

CBS videotape “Coming back to Oldenburg”; May 12, 1985

Folder of notes regarding the history of the Reyersbach Family

Letters (in German) connected with GCR’s return to Oldenburg in May 1985

Published documents related to GCR’s return to Oldenburg in May 1985

Diplomas (in red tube)

Box (Crane’s) of family photographs (many unidentified)

Letters of appreciation written to GCR from 1945 thru 1989

Medical papers, articles, photos in a plastic bag, 1935-1976
Box two:

Scrapbook - retirement tribute to GCR on 6/22/91 & Goodbye video with Nick Ryan (in plastic bag)

Album of photos from the 1930's

Manila envelope of old photos from family and friends